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Upon Finding Out They Were Wrong,
the Scientists Had a Good Long Chuckle

My moons are roller-derby moons.
Think of Saturn,
or another sad little planet—
plant yourself in it. Is it still myth,
with your feet in its mouth?
Plant yourself, your wheeled heels.
Am I an irregular satellite? A minor planet?
I am thinking of Pluto, its brief stint.
The mountains and plains of Pluto.
When you planted in me, I said okay,
I’m out here in this Kuiper Belt, waiting for science
to catch up.
I said, sure, America, come on in.
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little spell with chest x-ray

sweet girl made of dust & water / please
leave jewelry at home / wear open, loose
clothing / this will not hurt a bit / possibly we
will ask you to don this gown / you are going
to experience a small dose of ionizing
radiation / you will not feel it at all / but
possibly you will see the way we see / in
shades of gray / possibly the plate will be
cold / like the ocean floor / we will finish
quickly / like a blossom opening / on a
beach / on a very warm planet
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The Waiting

It was not the hour of red-flecked birds.
It was not the hour of wood smoke.
It was not the hour of the exquisite chirping of trees.
It was not the hour of ice cream, guitar, or warm bricks,
ice skating, of neon celebration. This was no hour
for a child. I put on my black mask
and walked into the mountain. I pushed right through the stone.
I wore a necklace of furred insects, emerged in a forest,
stepped into a boat, I rocked inside with seismic proportions.
I drew a knife from my belly, plundered the lake. I put on my wolf head,
my girl arms, my quiver of bodies. I put on my blood
and it put me on. I was a scrub grub. A cold bug. A sharp blade.
A self reaching into a self, a hole. It was my hour of fluttering hands,
hands like wings, hands like a red streak. The red streak
was me. There were no birds. The trees sang a dirge.
I dipped my head into the bile, pulled it up with my name,
like a tongue, clenched between my teeth.
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